
The Statin racket 
Drug list Heart disease 

'Statin research was founded on scientific assumption and an agenda. Statins are 

dangerous drugs developed in error for profit. Scientific evidence had proven that 

statins were lethal  years before lovastatin’s approval. Merck corrupted the science 

and the scientists. The approval process was so corrupted by Merck that lovastatin 

was bound to be approved.'---James B. and Hannah Yoseph 

[Four million people in Britain take the drugs (2010).] 

See: Cholesterol Hoax 

[2012 Sept] Blowing the lid on statins and the cholesterol myth 

Statin Drugs: Big Medicine's Trojan Horse (April 19, 2012) 

[2012 Feb] FDA admits statin drugs cause diabetes, memory loss 

[vid] Dr. Russell Blaylock STATINS are dangerous! 1  2  3 4   Russell L. Blaylock, 

M.D. 

[2012 Jan] Study - statin drugs linked to higher diabetes risk 

[2010 March] The other side of statins: They've saved countless lives - but now 

doctors fear for some, the side effects could be devastating  Risks: Statin drugs can 

memory loss, depression, sleep disturbance, sexual dysfunction and a rare lung 

disease, according to the drug safety watchdog (file picture) 

[2010 March] Health warning over statin taken by millions 

[2010] Statins could cause liver and kidney problems, research shows The study 

found that some statins can lead to an increased risk of liver dysfunction, acute kidney 

failure, muscle damage known as myopathy and cataracts. 

[2009 Jan] Statins' Adverse Effects Documented 
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Statin Insanity by Randall Neustaedter OMD 

More on Statins (cholesterol) & Drug Cos 

Statin Drugs Side Effects and the Misguided War on 

Cholesterol 

Dangers of Statin Drugs: What You Haven’t Been Told 

About Popular Cholesterol-Lowering Medicines By Sally 

Fallon and Mary G. Enig, PhD 

Books 

[2012] How Statin Drugs Really Lower Cholesterol: And Kill 

You One Cell at a Time by James B. and Hannah Yoseph  A 

true story of corruption, greed and lust for power. Names, dates, places, times, lies, 

legalized bribery, influence peddling, corrupt government agencies, bad drugs and bad 

people. 

$tatin Nation: The Great Cholesterol Cover-Up 

  
Alzheimer's Linked To Statin Drugs FDA Warning! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9d-MqMcO3A 
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